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Neuroplasticity refers to our mind remodeling, adapting, and 

setting up after the exercise of a motor skill. This is essential 

for lots professionals (i.e. coaches) in game who train and 

increase particular athletic competencies with their athletes. 

When gaining knowledge of new motor competencies, there's 

a “fast-stage” and “slow-stage” of gaining knowledge of. Our 

mind has a tendency to research new motor competencies 

quickly, and then a plateau is reached at which greater exercise 

is wanted to preserve that equal motor skill.  

There is a window of possibility for coaching youngsters 

essential motion talents through taking gain of the ‘plasticity’ 

of grey be counted of their brain. This can bring about useful 

effects later in lifestyles together with growing athletic 

capability via extra motion competency. The great shape of 

education for youngsters seems to be integrative 

neuromuscular education, which makes a specialty of growing 

numerous motor talents with an emphasis on technique. 

Repetitive exercise of motor competencies is vital to 

successfully broaden and refine motion in sport. Ultimately, 

our mind controls how we circulate thru an electric powered 

sign dispatched to our muscles. The speed, accuracy, and 

performance of that sign is depending on many factors, one in 

every of which incorporates exercise. Our mind refines a 

motor neuron pathway the greater we exercise a skill, however 

may also lessen that equal pathway if we fail to apply it. 

Teaching and refining athletic motor skills is an important 

aspect of strength and conditioning coach’s job. When an 

athlete performs exercises in a weight room, they reinforce a 

neural pathway whether the movement is correct or incorrect. 

With every repetition, the motor neural pathway becomes 

stronger, and if done frequently, can lead to a significant 

change. Why is Neuroplasticity important for Sport? 

To proficiently perform athletic movements the brain must 

coordinate with the necessary muscle groups to produce the 

action. Whether the athlete is throwing a baseball, kicking a 

football, or even sprinting, these all require complex inter- and 

intra-muscular coordination which starts from the brains motor 

cortex. Therefore, repetitive practice is needed for a motor 

skill to be performed effectively, and thus engrained. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In most sporting competitions, athletes are at a disadvantage if 

they need to think before moving. Many people use the term 

“muscle memory” when they perform a skill automatically and 

without much thought. While incorrect, it does imply that a 

certain motor pathway is so well-developed that less brain 

activity and neuron organization with the muscles is needed to 

perform a skill which before felt unaccustomed and alien. This 

is the reason why some skills tend to look or feel effortless after 

repetitive practice. Due to neuroplasticity, every time a skill is 

performed our brain refines that motor pathway, regardless of 

whether it was performed correctly or incorrectly. For this 

reason, it is important to have coaches that promote correct 

technique, whether it is for the sport or in the weight room. If a 

bad movement pattern is performed repeatedly, the technique 

will require more practice and time to fix/refine. While 

neuroplasticity for sporting skills are achievable throughout our 

lives, research indicates that there is an opportune time to do so. 
Neuroplasticity with regards to motor skill is available during a 

human’s entire lifespan, but is best retained during all 

developmental stages. Professionals that work in sport must 

implement training that teaches and reinforces good movement, 

regardless of age or training level. Much like the SAID 

(specific adaptations to imposed demands) principle in training, 

the motor cortex adapts in a similar way. Athletes should 

always be improving or refining their motor skills to maximize 

performance in competition. 

 

Neuroplasticity is a concept not well understood in the strength 

and conditioning realm but governs a big part of how athletes 

move and perform in sport. Understanding the basic concepts of 

neuroplasticity can help guide training programs which focus 

on the importance of teaching and refining good movement. 

The brain’s plasticity appears to peak during childhood, and as 

such, professionals who coach young athletes should capitalize 

on this period of time by encouraging multi-skill development 

and educating correct movement, as this will likely have 

positive benefits that carry into adulthood.  
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